
Hilltown Community Health Center 
Board of Directors Meeting 

October 14, 2021 
 

https://hchcweb-org.zoom.us/j/97600369054?pwd=b2cyeUtmdHNlcGN1R2hINEpWUm90QT09 
 Meeting ID: 976 0036 9054                Passcode: 627611 

5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. 
 

AGENDA 
 

Time  Topic Purpose Presenter 

5:30 PM Call to Order and Approval of Minutes Vote Needed Lee Manchester 

5:35 PM Finance Committee Report Vote Needed Treasurer 
John Melehov 
 

5:45 PM Committee Reports 
• Executive Committee 
• Fundraising Committee 
• Personnel 
• Facilities 
• Recruitment Orientation and 

Nomination 
• Strategic Planning 

 

Vote Needed  
Lee Manchester 
Nancy Brenner 
John Follet 
Alan Gaitenby 
Wendy Long 
 
Nancy Brenner 

5:55 PM Senior Management Reports 
• Credentialing and Privileging Report 
• Quality Improvement Report 

o Board QI Report, July-Dec 2020 
o Board QI Report, Jan-June 2021 

• Risk Management 
• CEO Report 

o Staff Compensation Presentation 
 

 
Vote Needed 
Vote Needed 
Vote Needed 
Vote Needed 
Vote Needed 
Inform/Discussion 
 

 
Michael Purdy 
Vickie Dempesy 
Vickie Dempesy 
Vickie Dempesy 
Michael Purdy 
Eliza Lake 
 

6:40 PM New Business 
• School-Based Health Center Policies 

 
Vote Needed 
 

 
Eliza Lake 

6:40 PM Old Business 
 

  

6:55 PM Executive Session (if needed) Discussion 
 

Lee Manchester 

7:30 PM Adjourn Vote Needed Lee Manchester 
 

Upcoming Meetings 
• Thursday, November 11, 2021 at 5:30 PM via Zoom – This is a holiday – do we need to reschedule? 
• Thursday, December 9, 2021 at 5:30 PM via Zoom 
• Thursday, January 13, 2021 at 5:30 PM via Zoom 

https://hchcweb-org.zoom.us/j/97600369054?pwd=b2cyeUtmdHNlcGN1R2hINEpWUm90QT09
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HCHC BOARD OF DIRECTORS MINUTES  
Date/Time: 9/9/2021 5:30pm 
Zoom Meeting  
 
MEMBERS: Lee Manchester, President; John Follet, Vice President; Wendy Long; Nancy Brenner; 
Alan Gaitenby; Matt Bannister; Kathryn Jensen, Clerk 
STAFF:  Eliza Lake, CEO; John Melehov, CFO; Vickie Dempsey, COO; Tabitha Griswold, Executive 
Assistant; Michael Purdy, CCCSO 
GUESTS: Elizabeth Zuckerman; Carole Bergeron 
EXCUSED: Jennica Gallagher; Seth Gemme 
 
Agenda Item Summary of Discussion Decisions/ 

Next Steps/ 
Person 
Responsible 
Due Date 

Review of 
Minutes 
8/12/2021 
 
 
 

Lee Manchester called the meeting to order at 5:35 pm.  
 
Correction noted that Eliza Lake was absent from the August 
meeting; the minutes will be amended to reflect.  
 
Nancy Brenner moved to approve the August minutes as 
amended. Alan Gaitenby seconded the motion.  
 
Wendy Long introduce Elizabeth Zuckerman and Carole 
Bergeron as potential Board member candidates. The 
members and staff present introduced themselves. Both 
Carole and Elizabeth provided a brief introduction and 
relevant experience.  

The Board 
unanimously 
approved to the 
August 12th 
minutes.  

Finance 
Committee  

John Follet reported on the Interim Financial Statement for 
July.  John Melehov briefly noted the positive $1.5M net 
income, the majority being attributed to the forgiven 
Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan (approximately 
$1.2M) and $321K positive cash flow, a result of the 
resumption of the 330 grant drawdown. Patient revenue 
was mostly consistent with the last few months, and the 
pharmacy revenue remains strong. Finally receiving 340B 
money from Wal-Mart, should see that in the August or 
September financials.  The 330 drawdown resumed as 
mentioned above, with $288K billed in July (normal 
amount).  

The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve the 
Finance 
Committee 
report. 
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The comparison from 2019 shows that we are still at a 
deficit in most patient services except for Behavioral 
Health and Pharmacy, trending essentially the same month 
to month. Discussed possibilities for increasing patient 
revenue and responding to hesitancy from the pandemic, 
especially regarding getting the revenues at least back to 
2019 numbers. Expenses are about 3% off budget, which is 
reasonably close. The slight decrease in expenses this 
month is due to staff ordering less supplies and a large 
portion of salaries being covered by grants. The ratio had a 
slight increase to 3.4, a strong cash position. 
 
Eliza Lake also noted, as of January 1st the MassHealth rates 
will increase dramatically (still to be negotiated with 
MassHealth), which will have an impact on patient revenue.  
 
John provided an update on his first meeting with the new 
Auditors, Whittesley.  
 
Alan Gaitenby moved to approve the Finance Committee 
report. Nancy Brenner seconded the motion. 

Executive 
Committee 

This committee met on August 30th. The committee 
discussed ongoing issues such as staff turnover especially 
in regard to medical providers, and support staff as well as 
potential preliminary disruption to services during the Epic 
conversion. 

 

Fundraising 
Committee  

While this committee did not meet Nancy Brenner 
reported that Alex Niefer has sent a draft of Annual Report 
to the committee to review, some suggestions were made. 
The report will be sent to the printer tomorrow and 
physical copies will be sent a select group of individuals, 
including donors.   

 

Personnel 
Committee  

The committee met on September 2nd. The committee 
discussed the COVID vaccination policy, as will be 
discussed later in the meeting. The staff satisfaction survey 
is still out for staff to complete. This will likely be discussed 
next month once staff has had a chance to respond and 
the results are analyzed.  

 

Facilities 
Committee  

Alan Gaitenby reported that the WHC solar array has been 
approved by the town building inspector and should start 
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install in the next month or so.   There is still work being 
done on the HVAC system regarding finding a contractor to 
work on our systems.  

RON 
Committee  

Wendy Long reported that the committee is working to set 
up an interview with another potential Board member 
candidate in the upcoming weeks.  

 

Strategic 
planning  

Nancy Brenner reported that the committee will meet and 
discuss the recent interviews that Eliza has had with three 
consultants. They will figure out next steps with the chosen 
consultant once that meeting happens.   

 

Committee 
Reports 

 
Wendy Long moved that the Committee reports be 
approved. Wendy Long seconded the motion. 

The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve the 
Committee 
Reports. 

Credentialing/ 
Privileging 
Report 

Michael Purdy presented a report on the following new 
employee for the month of August was credentialed and 
privileged:  

o Laurel Chute, Doctor of Optometry  
 
Matt Bannister moved that the Credentialing and Privileging 
Report of the above employee be approved. John Follet 
seconded the motion. 
 

The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve the 
Credentialing 
and Privileging 
Report.  
 

Quality 
Improvement/
Risk 
Management  

Vickie provided a brief report, as there was no QI meeting last 
month. Provided a status of COVID-19 vaccination with the 
transition to point-of-care vaccinations from large scale 
clinics; about 26 vaccines were provided through this method 
in Huntington and 6 in Worthington. Some third doses have 
been given to immunocompromised patients. The pop-up 
clinics were successful with vaccines given at each of the 
recent clinics in August. The Vaccination Team meeting is 
looking at clinics in Russell, and local health fairs, and at 
potentially providing flu and COVID-19 vaccines at the same 
time through the Fall. Continued work with the local school to 
roll out clinics at those locations, as the school year begins.  
Discussed the difference between third doses versus 
boosters, currently only third doses are being recommended 
and approved for immunocompromised patients.  
 

The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve the 
Quality 
Improvement 
Report.  
 
 
 
 
The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve the Risk 
Management 
Report. 
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The 330-grant (Service Area Competition) application, which 
is due in December, has removed many of the measures for 
quality goals and geared them towards health equity 
reporting.  
 
Kathryn Jensen moved to accept the Quality Improvement 
report, Nancy Brenner seconded that motion. 
 
Michael Purdy reported on Risk Management in three areas 
of focus, which are staffing, COVID-19 and Epic transition. The 
staffing shortage is at a critical point for medical and dental 
support staff, however medical providers and Optometry is 
fully staffed. Senior Management is looking at restructuring 
recruitment and retention. Continued training to ensuring 
safety of staff and patients regarding employee health and 
staff getting potentially lackadaisical with coming in and 
feeling ill. Looking at mitigating any loss of productivity from a 
potential transition to Epic as an electronic health record. 
Also, implement protocol to make sure that training sign-ins 
are being completed. Michael attended a training yesterday 
for FTCA.  
 
Alan Gaitenby moved to accept the Risk Management 
report, Wendy Long seconded that motion. 

CEO Report Eliza reported that a preliminary presentation of the state’s 
federal 1115 waiver for Medicaid just came out and includes 
proposals for a primary care capitation model and a focus on 
health equity including expanding coverage. Monitoring that 
application, and comments submitted with the final proposal 
being developed to be sent to MassHealth. 
  
Getting close to hiring a short-term contract DEI consultant to 
develop a plan for the Health Center, and to support the DEI 
Committee.  
 
Met with the new school Superintendents at Gateway and 
Hampshire to discuss collaboration.  

 

New Business Eliza Lake presented the administrative policies 
recommended for approval. Most policies had no substantial 
changes to the policies. All changes are noted in redline. The 

The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve the 
slate of 
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Legislative Mandates Policy has been updated with the 2021 
mandates included. The policies presented were: 
o Adverse-Event and near Miss Incident 

Reporting  
o Conflict of Interest Policy  

 
o Electronic Information for Collection and 

Use Policy  
o Establishment of Business Associate 

Agreements  
o Firearms in the Workplace  
o Fire Safety and Evacuation  
o Gift Acceptance  
o Health Center Closure Policy  
o Hours of Operation 
o Legislative Mandates Policy  
o Patient Complaint and Grievance Policy  
o Policies Policy  

 
Matt Bannister motion to approve the above slate of 
Administrative Policies and Alan Gaitenby seconded the 
motion.  
 
Eliza Lake presented the Immunization Against Influenza and 
COVID-19 Policy.  The Influenza vaccine is already required, 
but the policy now includes the COVID-19 immunization and 
allows for medical and religious exemptions. This will apply to 
all staff, contractors involved in patient care, volunteers, or 
students. The timeline is as follows: an email will go out 
tonight to all staff for staff to provide documentation to HR 
with a vaccination date no later then November 1st.  Those 
who want to request an exemption will have 10 days to do so.  
Staff will be provided a vaccine for those that still need a 
vaccination. Any accommodation will be developed on an 
individual basis. Also discussed exemption forms and 
applicability of those forms with implications on qualifying 
exemptions that will be forwarded to an internal committee 
to review. The membership agreed that this is consistent with 
many other organizations and recent Federal 
recommendations.  
 

Administrative 
Policies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve the 
Immunization 
Against 
Influenza and 
COVID-19 Policy 
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John Follet motion to approve the Immunization Against 
Influenza and COVID-19 Policy and Kathryn Jensen seconded 
the motion.  
 
Lee Manchester presented the three Board policies for 
review. No discussion, or further comments made on the 
policies as presented.  
o Board Member Recruitment  
o Board Orientation Policy  
o Grant and Contract Approval  

 
Nancy Brenner motion to approve the slate of Board Policies 
and Kathryn Jensen seconded the motion.  
 
Eliza Lake gave a presentation as provided by the C3 on the 
proposal of transitioning to Epic as an electronic health 
record in conjunction with a group of health centers across 
the State. The only initial hesitation was by the Dental 
Department about the dental platform; all other departments 
are strongly supportive. The pricing (which is based on patient 
visits) was presented as initial due diligence by C3. There will 
be extensive training and onboarding before implementation 
to minimize downtime as is the “tried and true” method Epic 
uses when transitioning a new site.  There will be a very long 
transition period (implementation is likely not until November 
of 2022) if we do move forward with this EHR. 
  
Alan Gaitenby motioned to approve HCHC management 
moving forward with C3 in converting to Epic as an 
electronic health record, and Nancy Brenner seconded the 
motion.  
 
Elizabeth Zuckerman and Carole Bergeron were excused from 
the meeting so that the Board could discuss their candidacy.  
The group agreed that they would be good additions to the 
Board. 
 
Nancy Brenner moved to vote to accept Carole Bergeron and 
Elizabeth Zuckerman as new board members and Wendy 
Long seconded the motion.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve HCHC 
management 
moving forward 
with C3 in 
converting to 
Epic as an 
electronic health 
record.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve the two 
Board 
candidates.   
 

file://hch-dc2/public/All_Staff/Human%20Resources/Policies%20&%20Procedures%20-%20All%20Depts/Administrative/Board%20of%20Directors/2018/Board%20Member%20Recruitment,%20Retention%20and%20Development%20Plan%202018.pdf
file://hch-dc2/public/All_Staff/Human%20Resources/Policies%20&%20Procedures%20-%20All%20Depts/Administrative/Board%20of%20Directors/2018/Board%20Orientation%20Policy%202018.pdf
file://hch-dc2/public/All_Staff/Human%20Resources/Policies%20&%20Procedures%20-%20All%20Depts/Administrative/Board%20of%20Directors/2018/Grant%20and%20Contract%20Approval%202018.pdf
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Lee Manchester will reach out to the new members to invite 
them on to the Board. Eliza and Tabitha will work to get them 
orientated to the Board portal. Lee will be a contact as a 
mentor to the new members.   

Old Business There was no old business discussed   
Adjourn  The meeting was adjourned at 7:50 pm. The next scheduled 

meeting will be October 14, 2021, via Zoom.   
Alan Gaitenby moved the meeting be adjourned. Nancy 
Brenner seconded the motion.  
 

The Board voted 
unanimously to 
approve 
adjournment. 

 
Respectfully submitted,  
Tabitha Griswold, Executive Assistant 
 
 



Interim Financial Statement Presentation 
August 2021 – Presented 10/13/2021



Highlights

 $48K Net Income

 $57K cash flow 



Income Statement

 Similar results to previous months in 2021



YTD 2021 vs 2019



 Salaries reasonably close to budget



• August may be an example of a typical month 
• No extra income or expense
• Grants being charged at the regular intervals



Cash Flow

 Cash on hand increased $57K



Balance Sheet

 Current Assets = $3.6 M

 Current Liabilities = $1.1 M

 Current Ratio = 3.4



 
 

HCHC is an equal opportunity provider. 

 

 

Hilltown Community 
Health Center 

Administrative Offices 

58 Old North Road 

Worthington, MA 01098 

413-238-5511 

www.hchcweb.org 

 

 

 

QI-Risk Management Report, July- December 2020 
 

As part of HCHC’s Risk Management Plan, we are reporting to the Board on a semi-annual basis a summary of 
our risk management activities and follow-up. Risk Management is a broad area that encompasses many 
myriad activities that reduce the risk of adverse outcomes that could result in medical malpractice or other 
health or health-related litigation. This includes assessment and continuous improvement and/or maintenance 
of effort in the areas of commercial insurance, training, infection control, scope analysis, HIPAA, employee 
safety, and emergency planning and response. The Risk Management Annex of our Corporate Compliance 
Program lists the following as elements of our Plan: 

1. Commercial Insurance analysis to determine coverage requirements and make adjustments as 
necessary. 

2. Training programs include but are not limited to: 

− Safety Training (fire drills, disaster drills, workplace safety, workplace violence) 

− OSHA Training Compliance (infection control, needle stick protocols, hazardous waste 

disposal, employee injuries and ergonomics) 

− Security Programs (electronic door operation, IT security and enhancements) 

− Confidentiality Programs (Corporate Compliance, HIPAA Privacy rules); and 

− Patient Care Programs (Patient complaint process, dealing with difficult patients, aggressive 

patients) 

3. Infection control, including the maintenance of an exposure control plan (ECP) is provided to 

eliminate or minimize occupational exposure to blood borne pathogens in accordance with OSHA 

standard 29 CFR 1910.1030, "Occupational Exposure to Blood borne Pathogens. 

4. HIPAA Privacy and Security, including risk analysis and training. 

5. FTCA and scope analysis to ensure that all services offered are accurately represented in HCHC’s 

Form 5A. 

6. Risk management strategies, including the identification, analysis, and treatment of risks, and an 

evaluation of the strategies themselves. 

HCHC has a Quality Improvement (QI) Plan that includes quarterly risk assessments by the Risk Manager that 
are presented to the QI/Risk Management Committee, and then to the full Board of Directors. This risk 
assessment can include peer review of patient records, incident reports, quality measures tracking, patient 
satisfaction data, employee satisfaction data, etc. In addition, the QI/Risk Management Committee conducts a 
quarterly assessment of other potential risk areas, including identification of training needs, results of culture 
of safety surveys, any claims activity, etc. The QI/Risk Management Committee reports to the full Board of 
Directors a minimum of four times per year on completed risk management activities; status of the health 
center’s performance relative to established risk management goals; and proposed risk management activities 
that relate and/or respond to identified areas of high organizational risk. 

 
 

http://www.hchcweb.org/


 
 

HCHC is an equal opportunity provider. 

 

Below are the activities that HCHC undertook in the second half of 2020 to address these issues: 
 

Quality Improvement Activities 
 

• The newly hired COO will be the chair of the QI/RM committee. The chair will be providing the QI 

report to the full board. The Risk Manager will continue to provide a report to the full board on risk 

management issues.  

• Department heads each reported quarterly on their department to the committee. After changes made 

due to COVID, the dashboards might change to reflect pertinent reportable data to the current 

environment. Moving forward, there may be a focus on C3 metrics for Community Programs. 

• Clinical Operations: 
o Reporting on medical peer chart review done by the external MD was first reported during this 

time.  
o Quarter one and two reports for the Diabetes Action Plan have been submitted, which identified 

patients with A1Cs over 9 had not had any medication changes. That list of patients was 
generated to send to all providers of those patients without medication changes, to see if it is 
appropriate to change medications or offer alternatives. 

o Successfully hired a new COO in August.  

o Ongoing response to COVID-19 through the COVID-19 Management Team, Infection Control 

Group, and Telehealth Workgroup. Including the ongoing efforts of the Respiratory Triage Team 

and respiratory infection clinic.   

o In response the COVID-19 vaccine convened a Vaccine Work Group for vaccination roll out.   

o Identified issues with accuracy in identifying transgender individuals, more specifically with 

identified pronouns being used correctly through those patients visit and in services they are 

receiving. Trainings will be conducted to ensure proper pronouns are being used not just in 

person but also in documentation. HEI trainings will be uploaded into HealthStream, the online 

training portal, as a start to this conversation and then specific trainings can be developed. The 

Diversity Equity and Inclusion committee reinstated.  
• Patient Satisfaction: 

o Patient satisfaction surveys were sent out in the Fall of 2020. This will be reported on in the first 
quarter of 2021 with a comparison to national CAHPS averages for the medical survey.  

o Goal of transitioning all collection of the patient satisfaction surveys by means of electronic 
collection by Spring of 2021.  

• Utilization: 
o Addressed outsourcing compliance work, which is currently completed by the CEO. There is a 

suggested auditing firm that would maintain records for compliance specific to HCHC. Other 

elements of the work they would potentially offer include coding audit, HIPAA compliance, a 

security risk analysis, OSHA compliance, and harassment and discrimination training.  

o Reviewed incident management systems including complaints, compliments, and safety issue 

reporting. It was suggested that a root cause analysis can be done by one person or a team in a 

blameless culture. This needs to be reviewed to improve processes and patient flow. As well as 

how to document this feedback. This will be reviewed and improved in the last quarter of 2021.     

• Safety/Adverse Events: 
o Behavioral Health: 

▪ No patient complaints or legal matters 
▪ All behavioral health staff continue to work fully remote due to COVID-19 pandemic.  
▪ Continued monitoring of the number of patients on the waitlist.  



 
 

HCHC is an equal opportunity provider. 

 

▪ The BH Care Coordinator position’s time continues to be divided with other front desk 
duties as needed. Continued efforts to collaborating with other CHCs on appropriate 
consent form methods of return 

o Eye Care: 
▪ No patient complaints or legal matters 
▪ Slow resumption of routine services prioritized high risk patients during this transition. 

Telehealth services continue to be used as appropriate during this time.    
 

o Dental: 
▪ No patient complaints or legal matters.  
▪ Resumed services as approved by the State Department of Public Health by the end of 

June 2020. Patient routine visits prioritized by high-risk patients. Furloughed staff 
brought back during this time due to increased need.  

▪ Telehealth services continue to be used as appropriate during this time.    
o Medical: 

▪ No patient complaints that required significant follow up. 
▪ Routine medical services provided through telehealth. In person visits and services 

prioritized to high-risk patients. 
▪ Focus on support staff shortage with an emphasis on recruiting reception and Medical 

Assistant positions.  
▪ Infection control measures addressed with new PPE protocols and equipment 

purchases.  
 

• Follow-up Actions:  

 

o Continued efforts to increase access for patients for both urgent and routine care with a focus 

on those with chronic disease as well as the vulnerable population. 

o Ongoing management, refinement and adaptation of the COVID-19 response.  

o Resumption and implementation of the Diabetes Action Plan.  

o Continued improvement of the telehealth program.   

o Resumption of recruitment efforts with an emphasis on support staff in medical and dental 

departments. As well as Behavioral Health providers.  

 
 

Clinical Risk Management Activities 
 

• Risk management is a standing item on QI/RM meeting agendas.   
 

• Recruitment Efforts:  
o Medical provider recruitment efforts were successful but then the support staff was needed to 

keep up with the demand was difficult to find. Recruitment efforts focused on support staff in 
both medical and dental departments. Recruitment efforts continued for Behavioral Health 
providers.  

o A BH Care Coordinator and Admin Assistant to the CCCSO were successfully recruited with 
internal staff.  These new positions have slowly begun new duties as appropriate. 

o New COO hired and on boarded quickly to drive many efforts directly related to COVID-19 
protocols.  

 

• COVID-19 Response:  
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o The State moved through the slow progression of reopening phases at this time. The COOP 
continued to be active. Staff were no longer furloughed at this time.   

o Necessary focus on telehealth development with more scheduled training on the use and 
patient use of telehealth, Zoom.  

o Staying informed and compliant with CDC guidelines. Continued creation of new or improved 
workflows and patient management systems including masking requirement changes, and 
screening protocols. 

o Continued monitoring the issue of patient access to visits, which was restricted due to the need 
for higher air exchange rates and staffing shortages in Medical and Dental exam rooms.  Worked 
to balance accessibility of routine services and preventative care, with the backlog in visits for 
high-risk patients 

o During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic response there were no adverse incidents of any kind 
as a result of this event, which was a testament to the hard work and continued alternate 
systems compliance by all staff.  
 

 

• Incident Reports: 
o The incidents in this time period raised the following issues, with follow-up actions: 

▪ Documentation and phone call handling incidents.  A number of incidents involved 

communication with outside parties, including labs and outside specialists, not being 

appropriately handled when they entered HCHC’s system.  In addition, there were 

incidents related to individual patient’s calls not being routed or addressed within the 

organization correctly.  And finally there were some errors made in documentation in a 

patient’s records that resulted in a delay in response.  None of these incidents required 

more than communication with outside entity or patient, analysis and amendment of an 

existing internal procedure, and/or retraining of staff on the particular error. 

▪ Clinical/Operational protocol incidents:  A number of incidents were related to staff not 
following an existing clinical or operational protocol, and requiring retraining.  None 
resulted in adverse outcomes for the patient involved.  

• Insurance Review: 
o 2021 FTCA application was submitted and approved. It was initially sent back for minor changes 

needed with the diagnostic imaging tracking policy to add language that includes lab results. 
Those changes were reviewed, changed appropriately, and resubmitted with the application. 

• Follow-up actions: 
o Ongoing monitoring of State Department of Public Health and CDC requirements for infection 

control, and patient and staff safety.  
o Onboarding newly hired COO in management of new workflows and operations to create access 

most efficiently for patients.  
 
Non-Clinical Risk Management Activities 

 
• Training: 

o Conducted Customer Service, HIPAA and Sexual Harassment trainings via Health Stream for all 
staff.  

• Risk Assessments: 
o The COOP continues to be active since March of 2020. This continues to provide HCHC the 

flexibility to support patients and staff’s safety.   
o Staff continue to work remotely as appropriately, and social distancing as developed in the first 



 
 

HCHC is an equal opportunity provider. 

 

half of 2020. 
o PPE continues to be purchased as appropriately and tracked per site.  
o ADA improvements continue to be installed amidst other projects. 

 
• Follow-up actions: 

 
o Ongoing monitoring of State Department of Public Health and CDC requirements for infection 

control, patient and staff safety.  

o The DRIVE Committee (Diversity, Inclusion, Value and Equality Committee) was renamed 

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee and was reinstated in September 2020.   



 
 

HCHC is an equal opportunity provider. 
 

 
Hilltown Community 
Health Center 

Administrative Offices 
58 Old North Road 
Worthington, MA 01098 
413-238-5511 
www.hchcweb.org 

 
 
 

QI-Risk Management Report, January- June 2021 
 
As part of HCHC’s Risk Management Plan, we are reporting to the Board on a semi-annual basis a 
summary of our risk management activities and follow-up. Risk Management is a broad area that 
encompasses many myriad activities that reduce the risk of adverse outcomes that could result in 
medical malpractice or other health or health-related litigation. This includes assessment and 
continuous improvement and/or maintenance of effort in the areas of commercial insurance, training, 
infection control, scope analysis, HIPAA, employee safety, and emergency planning and response. The 
Risk Management Annex of our Corporate Compliance Program lists the following as elements of our 
Plan: 

1. Commercial Insurance analysis to determine coverage requirements and make 
adjustments as necessary. 

2. Training programs include but are not limited to: 
− Safety Training (fire drills, disaster drills, workplace safety, workplace violence); 
− OSHA Training Compliance (infection control, needle stick protocols, hazardous 

waste disposal, employee injuries and ergonomics); 
− Security Programs (electronic door operation, IT security and enhancements); 
− Confidentiality Programs (Corporate Compliance, HIPAA Privacy rules); and 
− Patient Care Programs (Patient complaint process, dealing with difficult patients, 

aggressive patients) 
3. Infection control, including the maintenance of an exposure control plan (ECP) is provided 

to eliminate or minimize occupational exposure to blood borne pathogens in accordance 
with OSHA standard 29 CFR 1910.1030, "Occupational Exposure to Blood borne Pathogens. 

4. HIPAA Privacy and Security, including risk analysis and training. 
5. FTCA and scope analysis to ensure that all services offered are accurately represented in 

HCHC’s Form 5A. 
6. Risk management strategies, including the identification, analysis, and treatment of risks, 

and an evaluation of the strategies themselves. 

HCHC has a Quality Improvement (QI) Plan that includes quarterly risk assessments by the Risk 
Manager that are presented to the QI/Risk Management Committee, and then to the full Board of 
Directors. This risk assessment can include peer review of patient records, incident reports, quality 
measures tracking, patient satisfaction data, employee satisfaction data, etc. In addition, the QI/Risk 
Management Committee conducts a quarterly assessment of other potential risk areas, including 
identification of training needs, results of culture of safety surveys, any claims activity, etc. The QI/Risk 
Management Committee reports to the full Board of Directors a minimum of six times per year on 
completed risk management activities; status of the health center’s performance relative to 

http://www.hchcweb.org/
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established risk management goals; and proposed risk management activities that relate and/or 
respond to identified areas of high organizational risk. 

 
Below are the activities that HCHC undertook in the first half of 2021 to address these issues: 

 
Quality Improvement Activities 

 
• Recognized that the Department heads quarterly dashboard metrics needed to be reviewed to 

more accurately follow HRSA and other requirements.  Developed a workgroup to review and 
advise as needed.  

• Hired internally a QI Coordinator, who began a three-pronged quality improvement focus 
structure on diabetes, hypertension, and depression screening.  

• New Medical Director was hired and transitioned in to position by previous Medical Director. 
The new Director began with a focus on immunization and vaccination improvement by 
working to have Certified Medical Assistants be trained to conduct immunizations.  

• In May, discussed ensuring that the EHR was being utilized for QI measures. EHR Specialist 
turned on alerts in eCW to make sure that work was being documented that was being 
completed.  

• Surveyed patients on 6/14/2021 for extended hours of operation coming out of the pandemic. 
A discussion began on extending hours, no changes were made in first half of 2021.  

• A team was created to develop and implement texting capabilities through eCW with a QI 
focus group, i.e., diabetic patients.  

• Vaccination efforts began, started with vaccinating staff at the end of December and continued 
through February. Transitioned to vaccinating State prioritized community members, then 
larger community clinics to the groups as dictated by the State.  

• Clinical Operations: 
o Continued reporting on medical peer chart review done by an external doctor. Ongoing 

internal peer review for Dental, Eye Care and Behavioral Health  
o Quarter one for the Diabetes Action Plan, patients were identified that had not had 

appropriate follow-up, these patients were outreached by Nutrition Specialist to make 
an appointment.   

o Ongoing response to COVID-19 through the COVID-19 Management Team, Infection 
Control Group, and Telehealth Workgroup. This also included the ongoing efforts of the 
Respiratory Triage Team.  

o Developed and implemented a COVID-19 Vaccination Team, and hired internally a 
Vaccination Program Director. Also, used 1.5 FTEs of internal staff to operationalize the 
vaccination efforts.   

o Diversity, Inclusion and Equity (DEI) Committee began to look for a subject matter consultant to 
help develop a strategy for improving DEI within the agency, including addressing health 
inequities. Developed a job description, posting and interviewing of a few candidates.  

• Patient Satisfaction: 
o Patient satisfaction surveys were not sent out in the Spring of 2021.  

• Utilization: 
o Hired compliance consultant and conducted on site audit of HIPAA compliance, a security 

risk analysis, OSHA compliance, and harassment and discrimination training.  
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o More robust reporting of incidents with a more developed structure put in place in the second 
half of 2020.  

o Senior Management increased collaboration with site staff and Amherst Town Officials 
to make the John P. Musante Health Center more visible and accessible to community 
members. They also worked on addressing the unique needs and makeup of the site, 
with purposeful efforts on recruiting diverse staff.  

• Safety/Adverse Events: 
o Behavioral Health: 

 No patient complaints or legal matters 
 All behavioral health staff continue to work fully remote. 
 Continued monitoring of the number of patients on the waitlist, with active 

recruitment to decrease the waitlist numbers.  
 The BH Care Coordinator position’s time continues to be divided with other front 

desk duties as needed. Continued efforts to collaborating with other CHCs on 
appropriate consent form methods of return 

o Eye Care: 
 No patient complaints or legal matters 
 Slow resumption of routine services prioritized high risk patients during this 

transition. Telehealth services continue to be used as appropriate during this 
time.    
 

o Dental: 
 No patient complaints or legal matters.  
 Slow resumption of routine services prioritized high risk patients during this 

transition. Telehealth services continue to be used as appropriate during this 
time.    

o Medical: 
 No patient complaints that required significant follow up. 
 Routine medical services provided through telehealth. In person visits and 

services prioritized to high-risk patients. 
 Focus on support staff shortage with an emphasis on recruiting reception and 

Medical Assistant positions.  
 Infection control measures addressed with new PPE protocols 

and equipment purchases.  
 

• Follow-up Actions:  
o Continued efforts to increase access for patients for both urgent and routine care with a 

focus on those with chronic disease as well as the vulnerable population. 
o Ongoing management, refinement, and adaptation of the COVID-19 response.  
o More robust QI Initiatives as developed by the QI Coordinator, in conjunction with the 

QI Committee.  
o Continued improvement of the telehealth program.   
o Active and ongoing recruitment efforts with an emphasis on support staff in medical and 

dental departments as well as Behavioral Health providers.  
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Clinical Risk Management Activities 

 
• Risk management is a standing item on QI/RM meeting agendas.   
• Created a new message on phone tree specific to prescription refills, so that patients did not 

go directly to reception.  These calls had been elevating call volume on front desk staff. 
Patients were unable to get through the phone, and many of those calls were related to 
prescription refills. Also created a separate phone line for vaccine appointment scheduling. 

• Recruitment Efforts:  
o Medical provider recruitment efforts were successful but the support staff needed to 

keep up with the demand was difficult to find. Recruitment efforts focused on support 
staff in both medical and dental departments. Recruitment efforts continued for 
Behavioral Health providers.  

o A BH Care Coordinator and Admin Assistant to the CCCSO were successfully recruited 
from within internal staff.  These new positions have slowly begun new duties as 
appropriate. 

 
• COVID-19 Response:  

o Developing and implementing a credentialing and privileging protocol for volunteers in 
relation to the COVID-19 vaccination clinics.  

o Created new phone extension and internally staffed specific Vaccination Request line.  
o The State moved through the slow progression of reopening phases at this time and 

transitioned to large scale vaccinations.  The COOP continued to be active until June of 
2021.  Still maintaining social distancing, daily attestation forms and masking policies.  

o Baystate Reference Labs reopened on site in Worthington and Huntington, Amherst 
remained closed.  

o Collaborating with C3, applied for and received funding to enhance telehealth 
opportunities, with continued work on this opportunity.  

o Staying informed and compliant with CDC guidelines. Continued creation of new or 
improved workflows and patient management systems including masking requirement 
changes, and screening protocols. 

o Continued monitoring the issue of patient access to visits, which was restricted due to 
the need for higher air exchange rates and staffing shortages in Medical and Dental 
exam rooms.  Worked to balance accessibility of routine services and preventative care, 
with the backlog in visits for high-risk patients 

o During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic response there were no adverse incidents of 
any kind as a result of this event, including transmission events in the workplace, which 
was a testament to the hard work and continued alternate systems compliance by all 
staff.  
 

 
• Patient Incident(s): 

o Immunization error occurred with date of birth not verified before vaccine 
was administered. CDC approved that patient be provided second 
immunization. Missed vaccination opportunity due to template issued in 
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eCW. Template corrected and immunization, and resource training to 
providers.  

• Employee Incident(s): 
o Employee Health near miss with employee coming into work feeling ill. 

Employee did not test positive to COVID, reminder to do attestation and 
complete appropriate communication  

• Insurance Review: 
o CY2022 FTCA application was submitted.  
o All other insurances were reviewed and renewed. 

• Follow-up actions: 
o Ongoing monitoring of State Department of Public Health and CDC requirements for 

infection control, patient, and staff safety.  
o Onboarding newly hired COO in management of new workflows and operations to most 

efficiently create access for patients.  
 
Non-Clinical Risk Management Activities 

• Continuation of Community Program and some Administrative staff working primarily remotely.  
• Community Program staff focused on work around food, housing and fuel assistance access, 

SS/Disability, and substance use disorder.  
• Domestic Violence Team continued with surge of referrals, especially in the city of Westfield. A 

grant was applied for to help that effort. Amherst Navigator working with patients to access 
insurance.  

• Internal staff promoted to Lead Population Specialist  
• Developed a Vaccination Outreach Team in conjunction with the Vaccination Team.  
• Training: 

o All Staff training conducted in January 2021 
o Continuing implicit bias training for Community Program staff, three modules a month  

• Risk Assessments: 
o The COOP continued to be active until June of 2021.  
o Staff continue to work remotely as appropriately, and social distancing as developed in 

the first half of 2020. 
o PPE continues to be purchased as appropriately and tracked per site.  
o ADA improvements continue to be installed amidst other projects. 

 
• Follow-up actions: 

 
o Ongoing monitoring of State Department of Public Health and CDC requirements for 

infection control, patient and staff safety.  
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Policy Title:   
Administrative Management Policy  

Policy Number: 
SBHC-01 

Department: 
School Based Health Center  

Policy status:  
Active- New  

Regulatory Reference:  
Date Published:  SEP 2019 
Dates Reviewed: SEP 2021 
Dates Revised:  

PURPOSE: 
Hilltown Community Health Centers, Inc. (HCHC) management has adopted this policy to have a 
formal documented process for administrative management in the School Based Health Center 
(SBHC).  
 
POLICY: 
 

1. HCHC administrative process must include policies and procedures for the following:  
• Filing of accident/incident reports in-house  
• Serious incidents reports to DPH  
• Keeping of behavioral health, and medical records 
• Handling complaints  
• Maintenance of patient confidentiality  
• Filing suspicion of child neglect  
• Employee health  
• Disposal and removing hazardous waste  
• Emergency/crisis planning 
• Off hours coverage 
• Assist and participate in school events  
• Enrollment of students  
• Communication between HCHC sites  
• Selection, licensure and training of SBHC personnel  
• Quality Improvement Program  
• Retention of patient files  
• No smoking policy  
• Staffing coverage  

 
2. This policy will serve as the overarching SBHC Administrative Policy. Its approval by the Board 

of Directors signifies subsequent approval of all underlying policies as identified in the above 
listing.  

Questions regarding this policy or any related procedure should be directed to the School-Based Programs 
Manager at 413-667-0142 
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Approved by Board of Directors on:  ______________ 
Approved by: 
___________________________    ________________________ 
        
Chief Executive Officer, HCHC    HCHC Board of Directors 
 
 
PROCEDURE:
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Policy Title:   
Clinical Process Policy  

Policy Number: 
SBHC-02 

Department: 
School Based Health Center  

Policy status:  
Active- New  

Regulatory Reference:  
Date Published:  SEP 2019 
Dates Reviewed: SEP 2021 
Dates Revised:  

PURPOSE: 
Hilltown Community Health Centers, Inc. (HCHC) management has adopted this policy to have a 
formal documented process for clinical processes in the School Based Health Center (SBHC).  
 
POLICY: 
 

1. SBHC clinical process must include policies and procedures for the following:  
• Appointments for behavioral health, students ill at home, community patients, and student 

medical    
• Care of unemancipated Minors  
• Chlamydia-Gonorrhea screening  
• Collaborative care of children  
• Confidential visits  
• Emergency transfer of patients  
• Infection Control-Safety  
• Lab testing  
• Medication prescribing  
• Missed behavioral health appointment  
• Notification of primary Care Provider  
• Parent Admission-Consent to care  
• Maintenance of medical equipment  
• Referral of patients to emergency care, and behavioral health services  
• Reportable disease and conditions  
• Self-administrated pediatric symptoms  
• Services for school staff and that are provided-referred  
• Storage and disposal of emergency medications  
• Seeing students in behavioral health crisis  
• Treatment of minors  
• Triage  

 
2. This policy will serve as the overarching SBHC Clinical Policy. Its approval by the Board of 

Directors signifies subsequent approval of all underlying policies as identified in the above listing. 
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Questions regarding this policy or any related procedure should be directed to the School-Based Programs 
Manager at 413-667-0142 
 
 
 
Approved by Board of Directors on:  ______________ 
Approved by: 
___________________________    ________________________ 
        
Chief Executive Officer, HCHC    HCHC Board of Directors 
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